The consolidated American Journal of Physiology (AJP) ranks as one of the most frequently cited publications among all physiology journals listed in the Journal Citation Index. Published in two monthly volumes by The American Physiological Society, the consolidated AJP brings you approximately 2,700 articles encompassing over 22,000 pages annually.

The consolidated edition of the AJP provides comprehensive coverage of the latest research published in these important specialty journals:

- Cell Physiology
- Endocrinology and Metabolism
- Gastrointestinal and Liver Physiology
- Lung Cellular and Molecular Physiology
- Heart and Circulatory Physiology
- Regulatory, Integrative and Comparative Physiology
- Renal Physiology

As your comprehensive source for the full spectrum of current physiological research at a single low subscription price, the consolidated AJP is an unbeatable value.

Benefits

- Perpetual/Electronic Archiving—The consolidated AJP is part of LOCKSS and CLOCKSS.
- Counter-Compliant Usage Statistics—Online access to counter-compliant usage data is available to all institutional subscribers.
- Reference Linking—The consolidated AJP participates in CROSSREF, a reference linking service that turns citations into hyperlinks, allowing researchers to navigate online literature at the article level.
- Fully Searchable Text—Fully searchable text is available, including PubMed.
- Advance Tables of Contents & CiteTrack—Sign-up for e-mail notification of advance tables of contents and new articles matching a search criteria of your choice.
- Articles in Press—Accepted research papers are published online within a few days after their acceptance.

AuthorChoice

Authors can choose to pay a fee on top of regular author fees and have their article made free immediately ($2,000 for research articles and $3,000 for review articles).
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FASEB Summer Research Conferences (SRC) are a continuing series of intimate inter-disciplinary conferences that explore new approaches in research areas undergoing rapid scientific changes. Who should attend? Those heavily engaged in research or are in ancillary fields where an accurate understanding of allied scientific advances is important. Join over 3,700 fellow attendees!

2011 Conference Venues
- Saxtons River, Vermont
- Carefree, Arizona
- Steamboat Springs, Colorado
- Snowmass Village, Colorado
- Barga (Lucca), Italy
- Crete, Greece

2011 Conference Topics
- Hematopoietic Malignancies
- Ion Channel Regulation
- NAD Metabolism & Signaling
- Translational Neuroimmunology
- Mobile DNA in Mammalian Genomes
- And over 30 more cutting-edge topics!

(SRCs run June 5 - Sept. 16, 2011. Visit www.FASEB.org/SRC for a detailed schedule. CME credits available.)

Ready to attend? Submit a proposal? Sponsor an SRC? Contact us at SRC@FASEB.org or 301.634.7093.
CALL FOR NOMINATIONS

For the Editorship of the

*American Journal of Physiology-Lung Cellular and Molecular Physiology*

Nominations are invited for the Editorship of *American Journal of Physiology-Lung Cellular and Molecular Physiology* to succeed M. Matthay, who will complete his term as Editor on December 31, 2011. The Publications Committee plans to interview candidates in the Spring of 2011.

Applications should be received before **January 15, 2011**.

Nominations, accompanied by a curriculum vitae, should be sent to the Chair of the Publications Committee:

Hershel Raff, Ph.D.
American Physiological Society
9650 Rockville Pike
Bethesda, MD 20814-3991

---

CALL FOR NOMINATIONS

For the Chair of the European Editorial Committee of

*Physiological Reviews*

Nominations are invited for the European Chair of *Physiological Reviews* to succeed O. H. Petersen, who will complete his term as Chair of the European Editorial Committee on December 31, 2011. The Publications Committee plans to interview candidates in the Spring of 2011.

Applications should be received before **January 15, 2011**.

Nominations, accompanied by a curriculum vitae, should be sent to the Chair of the Publications Committee:

Hershel Raff, Ph.D.
American Physiological Society
9650 Rockville Pike
Bethesda, MD 20814-3991